
Competitive Intelligence Thwarts 
Million Dollar Lawsuit for Client

+

When faced with a multi-million dollar lawsuit, a top financial 
services institution turned to Qualigence International for assistance.

The Department of Labor (DOL) approached the client with a 
complaint that claimed the client’s diversity status within their 
employee population was severely lacking. The lawsuit filed by 
the DOL attested that the client had to pay millions of dollars and
increase its percentage of diverse employees to at least 14%. 
The client took issue with this, hypothesizing that their top 
competitors were not likely to have a diversity percentage that 
exceeded their own.
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Qualigence research uncovered that in reality, the client had as much or 
more of a diversity percentage at their company than its competition. This 
meant that the DOH did not have grounds to carry the lawsuit to completion. 

Qualigence packaged an extensive report containing all of the competitive 
intelligence from the competitors in direct comparison to the client’s diversity 
numbers. The client returned to the Department of Labor with these numbers 
to prove their case. The Department of Labor dropped the case and no charges 
were filed. By uncovering exclusive competitive intelligence, Qualigence 
International saved the client millions of dollars. 

The competitive intelligence data collection was entirely owned by the client. 
The data compilation in turn acted as a useful recruiting pipeline for future talent. 

RESULTS

MARKET STRATEGY
The client utilized Qualigence International’s research capabilities to acquire 
competitive intelligence that would clear their name and prove that their 
competitors did not fulfill the requirements demanded by the DOH. 

Qualigence set to work to tap into the numbers at the institution’s top six 
competitors: high net worth banking institutions in regions specified by the client. 
The Department of Labor stated that the client had a 5-7% percentage rage of 
diverse employees, citing this as an unacceptable number. However, when 
Qualigence dug into the intel of competitors, it was uncovered that every 
competitor had a mere 5% of diverse employees, in range of or below what the 
client had and far below the number the DOH was asking of the client.

https://qualigence.com/request-services/


Qualigence International, the largest Recruitment Research 
and professional search firm in the US, proudly serves 
as a unique alternative to traditional retained or contingent 
recruiting models. 

We’re advocates of redefining talent acquisition, 
and empowering our clients with research and recruiting 
services that build business. 

By leveraging methodologies beyond online search, 
we’re able to provide clients with strategic information 
on the entire talent pool, better equipping them to put their 
talent strategies in motion.

Here are a few of our clients 
with whom we have the pleasure of partnering:


